Cut Price Group Is Providing Skip Bins For Hire To
Residents In And Around Canberra.
Cut Price Group is a locally owned skip bin hire company in Canberra and has been operating in the Canberra
Region for over 10 years.

30th January, 2018. Canberra. Cut Price Group would like to announce that they are offering skip bins for hire to residents in and around the
Canberra region. These skip bins can be ordered directly from their office by placing a call or visiting them. Customers may also choose to order a skip
online from Cut Price Group’s official website.
With their same-day delivery, customers can start using the skip bins immediately after it is installed in the designated place. One of the regular
customers at Cut Price Group, Laura, says, “When it comes to waste disposal, Cut Price Group is the ideal organization. Their experienced team
makes waste disposal incredibly easy for me and my family. After trying numerous skip hire organizations, I’ve decided to stick with Cut Price skips.”
When asked about the procedure for waste disposal at Cut Price Group, Rob Heidemanns, the owner of Cut Price Group, says, “We have a
well-trained team that is devoted to the cause of effective waste disposal. We have regular training sessions to keep our professionals informed about
any new procedure that might help in improving our services. This helps us stay ahead of the competition in the sector.”
At Cut Price Group, customers have the option to customize their skip order by choosing the size of the skip and also the time period for which they
would like to have the skip for. Hence, customers do not need to rush to fill the skip bin. They can do it at their own pace and have the skip removed
after it has been filled up. This allows the customers to take their time when it comes to waste disposal.
Cut Price Skips is a hit with the locals in and around Canberra because of their swift service. They have experts who know the art of waste
management and they make sure that the garbage is being treated and most of it is recycled before being disposed of at designated landfills. This
helps to ensure that the landfills are not choked with garbage.
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